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BIGGER BUDGETS, BIGGER SCREENS     

 
 
CAMERAS FOR NATURE FILMMAKERS     
                                                                         Barry Clark   Rev. 05-20-11 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In choosing cameras that best suit their needs, nature filmmakers are faced with a wide range of choices. However, 
the crowded field is narrowed by the requirement that good cameras for nature filmmaking should be l ightweight,  
produce high quality images, record at variable frame rates to solid-state f lash memory cards, and accept 
interchangeable lenses. The cameras compared below meet these requirements. No single camera is ideal for 
every nature filmmaking application, and the best choice depends on the level of the budget and the size of the screen 
on which the production will be displayed. The cameras compared here fall into two broad categories—those best 
suited to productions with smaller budgets and intended for smaller screens (from mobile devices to TVs) and those 
best suited to productions with larger budgets and intended for bigger screens (from megaplexes to IMAX theaters). 
Within each category, the specifications that are likely to offer the strongest advantages to nature filmmakers are 
highlighted in red. 
 
                                  
                                         SMALLER BUDGETS, SMALLER SCREENS                                                    
                                                                                                                         
             CAMERAS UNDER $15,000                                        $60,000 CAMERAS                   
                                             
     
 
  

             *price includes lens  
 
 
Notes: 

 
1Cameras: The first three cameras in the smaller budgets/smaller screens category have small (1/2” or 1/3”) 
imaging chips, a feature that makes them ideal for documentary-style productions intended for display on smaller 
screens. The second two cameras in this category have large (4/3”) imaging chips—a format that is favored by 
filmmakers who require a shallow depth-of-field and the ability to use selective focus as a storytelling tool. These 
lower-cost big chip cameras require relatively expensive lenses and, because their big chips reduce the depth-of-field, 
the light-gathering power, and the magnifying power of their lenses, they are not well-suited to typical documentary-
style nature productions (the same lens, used with a camera with a 4/3” chip, will have 4x the magnifying power when 
it is used with a camera with a 1/3” chip). But these lower-cost big chip cameras can prove useful for narrative-style 
nature productions, which typically carry higher budgets, are shot at close quarters, and involve tight control of lighting 
and the action of the subjects. The three cameras in the bigger budgets/bigger screens category have larger chips 
(2/3” or 4/3”), carry higher price-tags, and are well-suited for nature productions that are made for big screens 
(Disneynature and the BBC are currently shooting their big-ticket nature features with HPX3700s and Red Epics). Of 

CAMERA1 SONY  
PMWEX3 

PANASONIC 
HPX370 JVC HM750U SONY  

PMWF3L 
PANASONIC  

AF100 
PANASONIC 

HPX3700 ARRI ALEXA RED EPIC-M 

FORM FACTOR2 HANDHELD SHOULDER SHOULDER HANDHELD HANDHELD SHOULDER SHOULDER HANDHELD 
CHIP SIZE3 1/2” 1/3” 1/3” 4/3” 4/3” 2/3” 4/3” 4/3” 
CHIP TYPE4 3xCMOS 3xMOS 3xCCD 1xCMOS 1xMOS 3xCCD 1xCMOS 1xCMOS 
CODEC5 INTER INTRA INTER INTER INTER INTRA INTRA INTRA 
CHROMA6 8-BIT 10-BIT 8-BIT 8-BIT 8-BIT 10-BIT 12-BIT 16-BIT 
SAMPLING7 4:2:0 4:2:2 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:2 4:4:4 4:4:4 
PIXELS8 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080 2K 3.5K 
BITRATE9 35 Mbps 100 Mbps 35 Mbps 35 Mbps 24 Mbps 100 Mbps 330 Mbps 1600 Mbps 
MAX. FPS10 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 225 
LENS 14X 17X 14X N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
LENS MT.11 1/2” BAYO 1/3” BAYO 1/3” BAYO PL MICRO 4/3” 2/3” BAYO PL RED MOUNT 
REC. MEDIUM12 2-SXS 2-P2 2-SDHC 2-SXS 2-SDHC 5xP2 2-SXS 4-SSD 
HDMI OUT13 NO NO NO YES YES NO NO YES 
GENLOCK14 YES YES YES YES NO YES YES YES 
WEIGHT15 4 LB 7.9 LB 7.7 LB 5.3 LB 3.5 LB 10 LB 15.8 LB 5 LB 
PRICE16 $8,320* $7,200* $6,695* $13,300 $4,995 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 
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the cameras that are compared in this chart, only the Panasonic HPX370, Panasonic HPX3700, Arri Alexa, and Red 
Epic-M have, as of April 2011, been approved for use by the BBC, without the requirement—in the case of the 
cameras with lower bitrates—of recording at >50Mbps to offboard media. For the complete list of BBC-approved 
cameras, see: http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/site/BBC_Approved_HD_Cameras.pdf 
 
2Form Factor:  Shoulder-mount cameras offer more flexibility to nature filmmakers than handheld cameras, which 
are not as readily used for following-shots in the field. Both camera types can readily be mounted on tripods. 
 
3Chip Size: When all other factors are equal, larger chips--with their larger photosites (or “imaging pixels”)—produce 
images that have less noise, less crosstalk, and a wider dynamic range than smaller chips with the same number of 
photosites (imaging pixels).  
  
4Chip Type: Complimentary metal oxide sensors (CMOS chips) are not subject to the blooming and smearing 
artifacts that can be produced by charge-coupled devices (CCD chips). CMOS chips also have lower power 
requirements and permit higher frame rates than CCDs. On the downside, CMOS chips are less light-sensitive than 
CCDs and may be subject to “rolling shutter” (or “jellocam”) artifacts that do not occur with CCDs. However, the “Live 
MOS” chips found in the Panasonic HPX370 and AF100 are considered to be more sensitive to light and color than 
comparable CCDs and have lower power requirements than comparable CMOS chips.  
 
5Codec: Intraframe codecs are generally considered to offer greater stability in postproduction than interframe 
codecs, which conserve bandwidth by comparing the contents of multiple frames during data compression, instead of 
the contents of a single frame. 
 
6Chroma: Chroma bitdepth is a measure of the number of shades of color that an image can display. While 8-bit 
chroma processing offers 256 distinct shades of color, 10-bit chroma offers 1,024 shades, 12-bit chroma offers 4,096 
shades and 16-bit chroma offers 65,536 shades of color. 
 
7Sampling: Chroma sampling at 4:4:4 (“full chroma”) involves no reduction of the red (R) and blue (B) components 
of the video signal relative to the luma, or green, (G) signal. 4:2:2 sampling, which compresses the R and B signals 
relative to the G signal, is said to be indistinguishable from 4:4:4 sampling on smaller screens and, because of its 
greater chroma fidelity, it is favored over 4:2:0 sampling for these applications. 
 
8Pixels:  The spatial resolution (pixel count) of a digital video camera represents the resolution that is output by the 
camera and, as such, may differ from the pixel count of the imaging chips in the camera. In small-chip cameras, the 
spatial resolution refers to the number of pixels along the vertical axis of the frame (a number that is either 1080 or 
720, in accordance with the current television standards), while in big-chip cameras, spatial resolution is an 
approximate measure of the number of pixels along the horizontal axis of the frame (a designation such as 2K, 
representing 2000 pixels). The Red Epic-M, which has a 5K CMOS imaging chip, is estimated to output images with a 
resolution of about 3.5K pixels—a reduction in spatial resolution of about 30% that is attributed to the necessity to 
filter the data captured by the camera’s imaging chip. It is generally considered that digital video images with 
resolutions of 2K or higher are adequate for display in most movie theaters. While some big-screen IMAX films have 
been shot with 1080 cameras (whose horizontal resolution is only 1.92K), those “classic” IMAX films that are still shot 
on 15 perf 70mm film deliver images with about 6K of resolution to the screen. The only digital camera that is 
currently capable of outputting images with this resolution is the NHK/NTT UHDV camera, which outputs images with a 
resolution of 7.7K. However, the Red Epic-M, with its 3.5K output, offers opportunities to IMAX filmmakers, especially 
when working in 3D, since, in stereo mode, an increment in perceived resolution of about 150% can be achieved by 
overlapping the images from the two “eyes.” 
 
9Bitrate: Higher bitrates (data transfer speeds) permit the output of images with greater picture and color resolution. 
 
10Maximum Frame Rate: The maximum frame rates of the cameras compared here range from 60 fps to 225 fps. 
For productions designed for display in theaters at 24fps, or—in rare cases—in special venues at 30fps, footage that is 
shot in 720p50 or 720p60 mode will be displayed in slow-motion. This is a benefit that is lost if 720p50 or 720p60 
footage is converted to 1080i60 or 1080i50 for TV display. Very high frame rates are an important tool of nature 
filmmakers since they permit the display of extreme slow-motion. While the Red Epic-M can record images at frame 
rates up to 225 fps (almost 10x slow-motion when displayed at 24 fps), even faster frame rates can be achieved by 
using a specialized high-speed camera like Vision Research’s Phantom HD, which is capable of capturing images with 
1920x1080 resolution at speeds up to 1,000 fps. 
 
11Lens Mount: Adapters are readily available that will permit all of these cameras to take advantage of the 
capabilities of a wide array of high-quality lenses. 
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12Recording Medium: Most of the cameras listed here have dual HD-SDI outputs, which make it possible to record 
uncompressed, high-bandwidth data to an external hard drive or to D5 of HDCAM-SR tape. However, nature 
filmmakers—unless they are working on high-end feature films—are unlikely to employ this feature, preferring, for 
convenience in the field, to record (with varying degrees of compression) to onboard compact flash memory cards. The 
cost of these memory cards varies, as does the recording time and data transfer rate of the cards. The chart below 
compares the costs and specifications of the reusable 32GB P2, SxS, and SDHC cards commonly used in the smaller-
chip cameras: 
 

TYPE RECORDING TIME TRANSFER RATE BITRATE COST COST/MIN 
P2-32GB 32 min 1.2 Gbps 100 Mbps $424 $13.23 

SXS-32GB* 100 min 1.2 Gbps 35 Mbps $746 $7.46 
SDHC-32GB** 100 min 250 Mbps 35 Mbps $210 $2.10 

  *SxS-1 G1A  
  **Hoodman RAW Steel SDHC Class-10 
 
13HDMI Out:  For nature filmmakers who wish to preview their footage in the field on a consumer HD monitor, HDMI 
output is an advantage. The alternative, if the camera does not have an HDMI output jack, is to purchase an HD-SDI-
to-HDMI converter. The AJA converter currently sells for about $490. 
 
14Genlock: Genlock—or some other method for synchronizing two perfectly-matched cameras—is a necessity when 
shooting 3D. Among the cameras compared here, only the Panasonic AF100 currently lacks this capability. For a 
comparison of two soon-to-be-released twin-lens camcorders that may be useful for producing nature programs for 
small screen 3D, see “3D for Nature Filmmakers” http://jhwildlifefilm.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/3d-for-nature-
filmmakers_rev.pdf The specifications of the cameras compared in that article are likely to conform to the 
specifications listed here for the Sony EX-3 and the Panasonic HPX370--the 2D cameras on which the 3D units are 
based. 
 
15Weight:  The weights quoted here are sans lenses and sans batteries. 
 
16Price: The prices quoted here for the smaller budgets/smaller screens cameras were current as of 5-20-11 at B&H 
Photo, generally a good barometer of prevailing street prices for camera gear. The prices for the Panasonic HPX3700, 
Arri Alexa, and Red Epic-M are an approximation of the manufacturers’ SRPs. Per the long-term trend of the industry,  
all of these camera prices are in downward flux. 


